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TEAM MEMBERS CANDIDATE REFERRAL SCHEME                                                       

TYPICALLY WHO WOULD YOU REFER?    
 
Ginnie can offer job search services to those Candidates you can no longer help directly, but who may appreciate and 
benefit from some additional one to one support in other job search services, like:- 

• CV writing;  Recrafting CVs from scratch to create high impact CVs 

• Job Search Strategizing/Action Planning ;  How to take control, open up and better focus your job search 

• LinkedIn;  Making the Most of LinkedIn to maximise your job search activities 

• LinkedIn for Interim Managers; How to develop your assignment pipeline on LinkedIn.  

All Services are on a private, one to one basis, in the form of (typically 2 hour - 3) sessions, which can be conducted 
over the phone or on a face to face basis. 

FEE SPLIT 

10% of any earnings I accrue within the first 3 months of an introduction. 
 

GUILDE TO MY TYPICAL JOB SEARCHER FEES 

Full CV Consultations      £389 

Job Search Strategizing and Action Planning Consultation £169 

Making the Most of LinkedIn Consultation   £169 

 (Please note that these fees may vary; this just serves as a guide) 

 

OUR REFERRAL PROCESS 

If you could email (or call) with referral details – either the referral can contact me directly or I can contact them.  I 
raise my invoice to the referral once the Consultation has been delivered.  Once the referral has settled my invoice, I 
will notify you and you can then raise your invoice to me.  I will then look to settle your invoice promptly on receipt.  
 

WIN – WIN – WIN ALL ROUND 

WIN FOR YOU   Whilst you are unable to help your Candidate any further, you are still able to signpost them to 
expert job search services, and so you can be reassured knowing they will become better equipped to enable them 
to achieve their next step career move. For this gesture, you will also receive some compensation for sign-posting 
the referral, as long as they engage in my services 

WIN FOR THE CANDIDATE   The referral benefits from my expert services, enabling them to job search a lot more 
effectively than if they were job searching alone.  

WIN FOR ME    And I am introduced to and have the opportunity to work with and support a professional job 
searcher, who is in need of my services.   

FINALLY 

You MUST NOT encourage in any way, Candidates to take up my (paid) services as a condition for you to continue to 
help them find a job; all your Candidate recruitment support must always be free of charge and must never be 
conditional on taking up my or any other indirect paid services.  Please be sure to make this clear to candidates prior 
to recommending my services and also emphasis that I will not be recruiting on their behalf.  
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RE-CRAFTING A HIGH IMPACT CV 

Objectives 

 Most people find it difficult to ‘sell themselves” – this process enable you to do that, transforming your CV from a tactical 

CV to an achievement based CV, which better represents your professional brand and your candidate proposition.  

 Recraft a high impact, refreshed CV, which will differentiate you from the crowd and provide a distinct competitive 

advantage, ensuring your candidate proposition is clearly defined and a positive first impression is quickly formed.  

 Demonstrate the positive impact you have made to date in your career and clearly defines your career journey.. 

 To tease out the evidence not on your CV, but should be – the information Employers really want to hear about, but often 

missed. 

 Your CV is your calling card – it will refresh your personal brand, and represent you (or your business) in a highly 

professional way, with plenty of CV personality. 

 It forms a great first impression and provides the Hirer with a positive mind-set about you – providing you with a huge 

head-start at interview, before you have even entered the room. 

 Subtly leads the Hirer by prompting discussion around career stories that promote you in the best possible way and by 

default creates a positive noise about your career journey. 

 SEO friendly – ensuring it is suitable for 2019 automated recruitment systems and as effective as possible for ATS systems.  

MAKING THE MOST OF LINKEDIN 

Objectives 

 Raise your profile on LinkedIn and build your brand, get noticed by potential Hirers 

 Create a powerful professional online presence 

 Demonstrate your expertise within your profession and be seen as a credible, ‘go to’ professional 

 Build and widen your online network effectively, improve your reach and get your profile visible to a wider audience 

 Build a strong personal brand online and build credibility in your marketplace 

 Engage with your potential pipeline / industry, and re-engage with previous colleagues 

 Swim in the same pool as your Competitors and your Hirers 

 Nurture and build previous and current working relationships, drawing traffic to your page via your expanding network 

 Attract and drive traffic to your profile, engage with Strangers and potential Hirers you don’t yet know! 

 Supply marketing material and media to your audience and create a positive noise about you (and your business) 

 As a professional Interim manager, effectively develop your sales pipeline and effectively market yourself on the world’s 

largest professional networking site 

 As a professional job searcher, be visible on the world’s largest recruitment site, raise your profile and get found!  

JOB SEARCH STRATEGY AND CAREER TRANSITION 

Objectives 

 Overcome the challenges you face job searching in 2019 and equip yourself with a strategy, as well as the tools and 

techniques to maximise your job search effectiveness.  Work to a Job Search Action Plan.  

 Identify the career opportunities you’d prefer rather than settling for roles you can find.   Create options for yourself 

 Identify a wider range of career opportunities, online and offline, including the roles you wouldn’t have discovered 

through conventional job search 

 Understand how to work with recruiters; how to job search on line, network and to leverage the job search market. 

 No more stagnation - become more pro-active and action–orientated in order to secure your next step career move 

 Take control of your job search activities and determine a strategic route through the fog 

 Use your time much more efficiently;  job search smarter (don’t be a busy fool) 

 Boost and kick start your job search and speed up that next step career move  

 Overcome job search frustrations, barriers, bad habits and be aware of the pitfalls so you can get it right first time 

 Represent your personal branding in a more professional way 


